PRESS RELEASE

EPOS introduces the ADAPT 100 Series,
a high-quality audio solution engineered
for hybrid working
Copenhagen, Denmark – February 25, 2021: EPOS, the premium
enterprise and gaming audio brand, today announces the launch of the
ADAPT Series. A headset engineered for the hybrid professional, the
ADAPT 100 Series boasts outstanding audio quality aimed at boosting
concentration and ensuring seamless communication on demand.
Designed to meet the new challenges of hybrid working
The emerging hybrid workforce is facing new challenges that demand
new solutions from audio devices. The ADAPT 100 Series is built
specifically to address these needs, with smart audio technology to
ensure uncompromised performance both on the go or in the office.
The ADAPT 100 Series uses EPOS Voice™ technology with a noisecancelling microphone to optimize the user’s voice and enhance their
calls, and integrated EPOS ActiveGard® technology protects users
from acoustic shock. The series is also equipped with cross-functional
capabilities to simultaneously enable a superior listening experience, free
from disruption – allowing it to meet increasingly overlapping personal
and business needs.
Perfect for long meetings
In addition to a stylish look, the ADAPT 100 Series is built for user
flexibility and all-day comfort, featuring large on-ear leatherette or foam
earpads and an ergonomic, lightweight design. A discreet boom arm that
neatly folds away into the headset when not in use allows for seamless
transition between calls and other tasks.

“If we’ve learned anything over the past year
it’s that we’re adaptable, flexible and resilient
when it comes to doing business. Beyond
that we’ve found great value in having high
quality audio solutions available to us, and
we’ve seen that many global organizations
have recognized audio as a key enabler of
business continuity.
That’s why we’ve designed the ADAPT 100.
It’s a device series that’s developed with
today’s hybrid workforce in mind. Lightweight
and crafted for all day comfort it enables
users to collaborate seamlessly no matter
their location.”
Jesper Kock Vice President, Research and Development
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Enabling streamlined collaboration
To meet the increased need for collaboration and to improve user
workflow, variants of the ADAPT 100 Series have been optimized for
UC. The ADAPT 130T USB II, ADAPT 130T USB-C II, ADAPT 135T USB
II, ADAPT 135T USB-C II, ADAPT 160T USB II, ADAPT 160T USB-C II,
ADAPT 165T USB II, ADAPT 165T USB-C II are certified for Microsoft
Teams, which can be launched by simply clicking a button on call control.
Plug and play device connectivity is also enabled through 3.5 mm jack,
USB-A or USB-C connectors, allowing workers to easily switch between
devices. These enhancements contribute to an even more intuitive
and streamlined experience for users, enabling them to elevate their
performance however and wherever they work.

Learn more about the ADAPT 100 Series here

About EPOS
EPOS is an audio and video solution company developing
and selling devices for business professionals and the gaming
community. Based on leading and advanced technologies,
the Danish founded company delivers high-end audio and
video solutions with design, technology and performance as
paramount parameters.
The establishment of EPOS is based on the decision to let the
business segments of the joint venture – known as Sennheiser
Communications – between Sennheiser Electronic GmbH & Co. KG
and Demant A/S evolve in different set-ups. Alongside the
introduction of a new own-branded portfolio, EPOS continues
to sell the current Sennheiser Communications portfolio
co-branded as EPOS I SENNHEISER.
EPOS is part of the Demant Group – a world-leading audio and
hearing technology group. As such, it builds on more than 115 years
of experience of working with innovation and sound. With head
quarters in Copenhagen, Denmark, EPOS operates in a global
market with offices and partners in more than 30 countries.

Find more information at eposaudio.com
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Price
The ADAPT 100 MSRP:
€40-139 | $45-155 | £35-125

